CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSION

In this chapter emphasize conclusion of the study. The study is focus on traces back of Josephine struggle to get her victory on private property in the *Ambition and Desire* novel by Kate William. Josephine is a main character in this novel which likes to fight for her right. She is the delineation from marxist feminism figure during the French Revolution which demanding for equality in right between man and woman. According to time setting when Josephine’s life is during France Revolution which woman position is depends on her husband position in society.

In conclusion, the study of *Josephine’s Victory in Private Property in the novel Ambition and Desire* by Kate William is shapes that Josephine lack of sophistication and rebellious personality leads her being someone which has big ambition, courageous, gorgeous character. She is denying to be marginalized by the men controlling on production as for class exploitation and production, also private property. Thus, she attempts to get her right private property by her own way. There are so many factors which shapes Josephine though becomes courageous to fighting for her right as a woman. French Revolution is being the great’s factors. During this notorious event, her husband who works in army is being a prisoner, because he is indicates as the royal enemies. Makes Josephine faces debts and many problems. Marie Antoinette figures also being her motivate
to the way how to get woman right in private property by collected her husband wealth. Inequality term is also being one of the factors of Josephine though.

All in all, Josephine success to be crowned as Empress in Frances being her great achieved on her victory. She also builds an artistic house in Malmaison to showing her victory on private property.